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A giant challenge
Ports try to keep up with megaship needs

Top port projects of 2016
Notable expansions and renovations

Soundings bring success
Hydrographics’key role in Nigeria and Suez

Fuelling change
Bunker choices for effective emissions control
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Shipping lines consider
greener options as
more countries request
that vessels burn
reduced-sulphur fuel
Photo: Shutterstock
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China’sgreener
outlook
New rule to measure ships’ emissions

Talk to your customers
TT Club advices onVGM compliance

Asia’s winners and losers
Transhipment ports fight back

Carbon-neutral by 2020
Barcelona plans to cut CO2 to zero
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China’s panda, symbol
of friendship and peace.
Shipping linesmust
bear the cost of using
fuel containing nomore
than 0.1% sulphur at
certain Chinese ports
from 1 April
Photo: Shutterstock
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Watershed protection
Panama conserves and recycles

Cool cruise
Terminal designs that inspire

Demystifying risk
New insurance guidance for members

It pays to begreen
More ports sign up to
Environmental Ship Index
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Shipowners save
money with ESI as more
incentive providers join
the scheme
Photo: Shutterstock/Carolina Lorenzo
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The crux of the matter
Chris Trelawny speaks out about security

Game changer
Automation plans for US and Australia

Style and elegance
Salerno’s terminal tribute to architect

Africa’s road
to efficiency
Investment provides themissing links
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Billions of dollars are
earmarked for port
developments in Africa
but will it meanmore
efficient supply chains?
Photo: Shutterstock
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Transparency rules
for EU port services and SOLAS weighing regulations

Out but not down
British Ports Association on Brexit

Industrial India
Sagarmala project to boost economy

Porto perfection
Leixões' iconic passenger terminal
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Recently implemented
regulations give clarity
to help protect people
and the environment
Photo: Shutterstock
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Cuba’s waiting game
Mariel sits tight for power shuffle

Each to its own
Shipping alliances seek hub security

A tale of two coasts
Panama Canal expansion gives lines options
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Breakwaters and other
sea defences can
protect against sea-
level rise, but at a cost.
We find out when that
investment is justified
Photo: Shutterstock
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